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About This Content

Furi Original Soundtrack features the music created for Furi by Carpenter Brut, Danger, The Toxic Avenger, Lorn, Scattle,
Waveshaper and Kn1ght.

100% original compositions, remastered while conserving each musician's touch.

22 tracks, 93 mn. Includes MP3 and FLAC files.
You'll find the files in you Steam directory upon purchase: ...Steam\steamapps\common\Furi\Soundtrack

Track list:
01 - Carpenter Brut - Time to wake up

02 - Danger - 6-24
03 - Carpenter Brut - Enraged

04 - Waveshaper - A picture in motion
05 - Waveshaper - Wisdom of rage

06 - Lorn - Unraveled
07 - Lorn - Set me free

08 - Carpenter Brut - What we fight for
09 - The Toxic Avenger - Make this right

10 - The Toxic Avenger - Make this right - remix
11 - Scattle - Love and madness

12 - Carpenter Brut - You're mine
13 - Kn1ght - A big day
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14 - Kn1ght - Something memorable
15 - Waveshaper - A monster

16 - Waveshaper - You are the end
17 - The Toxic Avenger - My only chance

18 - Scattle - Shambles
19 - Danger - 7-53
20 - Danger - 8-02
21 - Danger - 19-06
22 - Danger - 19-07
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Title: Furi Original Soundtrack
Genre: Action, Indie
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Publisher:
The Game Bakers, G4F Records
Release Date: 5 Jul, 2016
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furi (original game soundtrack) треки. furi original soundtrack flac. furi original soundtrack download. furi original soundtrack.
furi the song soundtrack. from furi original soundtrack. furi (original game soundtrack) download. furi (original game
soundtrack). furi original soundtrack mega. furi original soundtrack rar. furi original soundtrack vinyl

I highly recommend anyone that enjoyed this sountrack check out the rest of Waveshaper's discography. The guy is an Outrun
aesthetic MACHINE. Absolutely NONE of his music is bad.. One of the best game soundtracks out there, absolutly amazing..
Amazing Soundtrack ^^
Thanks so much for this gem!. If bundled with the main game the bundle is much cheaper than buying separately.. I'm so in love
with the Soundtrack
Oldschool Synthwave from Waveshaper, Carpenter Brut , Kn1ght, Scattle and The Toxic Avanger. Absolute unique, hardcore
and mysterious-providing-atmosphere songs by Lorn. Groovy electronics by Danger.
15\u20ac is way too much for 22 songs so i bought it in a sale. There are no Tracks missing, but an issue could be that some
certain layers arent inclued because the tracks were arranged for the physical release on Vinyl, so that for example for
"Waveshaper - Wisdom of Rage" the first minute was cut out (Full one here 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=HMbxcV8yez0 ) and the walking part of "Carpenter Brut - You're mine" is missing
(Walking part: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vb70APVHprI ). Thats the little issue but this DLC is great, i love every
track. Except Scattle's tracks i would consider each a score of 8\/10 and most likely even higher.
You get the tracks in FLAC and MP3 Version including an album cover. Almost as amazing as the game itself.
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A good deal for the full price(in my opinion). If you're a fan of electro music and loved Furi you should get this. .mp3 and
FLAC versions are in it. One thing to note, I've noticed differences from the in-game soundtrack (The Hand's theme doesn't
sound as intense as it is in the game, and The Beat has a part mising (not sure about this]. Also, from what I've heard, due to
Carpenter Brut's request, The Burst's build-up is removed. (But some good lad uploaded the re-arrangments from the in-game
soundtrack, it's on YouTube).

Personal favourite : Wisdom of Rage. Love the soundtrack, but want to point out that if you have an Apple Music subscription
it's available there too and for free.. Sound music good. I've been listening to nothing else but this for last 3 months.
And probably will listen for 3 more. This is just too good.

My only complains are:

OST lacks The Burst's build-up track (apparently was removed by Carpenter Brut's demand);

"You Are The End" (The Beat's track) is a tiny bit shorter than i would wish;

"What We Fight For" (The Hand's track) is not 100% accurate to actual in-game music (not as intense).. Pretty
outstanding, remarkable, extraordinary!
A masterpiece! A soundtrack nobody can miss to listen to!. Game devs, take note; This is how you ensure there is no dull
moment in your game.

When you have only one musician or musical group making the soundtrack, they're gonna burn themselves out and slump
on a few of the tracks. This is evident in nearly every single game that has ever been made - there's always at least one song
that just doesn't quite pull its own weight.

But when you have multiple artists contributing, each track will contain no less than the artist's absolute passion. Every
single track is either the artist's only contribution, or one of their few contributions to the game. The setting they're helping
establish is their setting, and so the song will be a perfect match filled to the brim with inspiration.

More games need to do this. It would benefit the games tenfold, and musicians everywhere would thrive.
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